
Party Options with photos 

 

 

 

Magical Potions

 

This is a big hit! Children squeeze citrus fruit juices from cut

fruits into colored water. Then the “magic powder” (baking 
soda) is added to get the fizz for the potion. They also add 
petals from a choice of fresh flowers on the table for color 
and added fragrance. It smells wonderful and looks so pretty. 
We mix these using small glass lab beakers that - makes it 
more “science-y”. We can also add glitter for a little extra 
sparkle.

When we finish, Everyone is given a tiny glass corked bottle to 
decorate and bring home some of their potion. 

 



 

Magic Wands 

These wands have wooden figures that are decorated and 
attached to a dowel with embellishments. This is a good one 
to go with the potions and they are super popular with both 
girls and boys.

 



 

Stu�es

Children select from di�erent animal “skins” that are filled, 
similar to a "Build A Bear" setup without the large stu�ng 
machine. They stu� the skins by hand, adding a small heart 
inside before closing the animal with a zip Tie inside of the 
skin. Then it is closed with a Velcro strip which is sewn into the 



animal’s back, so no sewing is required. They are easy to 
make. 

Once the animal is formed, a customized t shirt for it to wear 
is made using fabric markers and patches that are heat 
pressed onto the shirt. There are many di�erent colors of 
shirts and styles of patches. 

Following are some examples of style choices, but there are 
more options.

This is a popular option and good for any age group. However, 
it is a more expensive choice. See price options at the bottom 
of the document for details. 

Slime Bar



 

We set out multiple ingredients for a DIY slime bar. This 
includes the basic slime ingredients plus shaving cream, 
clay, scents, glitters, polymer clay slices and other possible 
ingredients that can be added to slime. We could do the slime 
in a theme if that would be preferred- just tell us your idea 
and we can do our best to make it happen!

 

PoP (Plaster of Paris) Treats

Kids are provided with choices of unfinished plaster popsicles, 
donuts and cakes. They are given tempera paints in primary 



colors, do some color mixing and then paint and decorate 
their creations. 

This is a good one for a multi-age party. It is a crowd pleaser! 
Here’s a photo of some treats. 

Playdough Worlds



(These can be done in gluten-free playdoughs.) Children decorate and 
embellish the doughs and select di�erent items to put in their themed 
kit. Its all taken home in a box.

There are di�erent themes like construction, dinosaurs, mermaids, 
unicorns, pirates, etc. Once the kit is assembled, they can play with 
the items and make “scenes” and small environments. 

Mini Birthday Cakes

These are easy and fun. We create and decorate these tiny polymer 
multilayer “cakes” that are then baked in the oven to harden and make 
durable. They are very cute!

 Jewelry Bar



With this option, everyone can make a choice of 2 pieces of jewelry- 
bracelets, necklaces, hair clips, earrings and keychains. There would 
be multiple choices of themes. Some options, such as hair accessories 
and some keychains require the use of a low temperature hot glue 
gun. Please discuss in advance with ArtJack sta� if you would like to 
do activities that require the hot glue gun. 

Due to time constraints, only single activity parties are able to choose 
this option. 



  

 

 

 


